HELP! Someone I Know Has a Problem with Porn

The HELP! series provides highly
practical, to-the-point advice for parenting
and marriage problems identified as high
felt needs from the Focus on the Family
audience. The intent of the HELP! series is
to offer quick, accessible, practical advice,
an overview of the important elements of
the topic, and realistic take aways for
readers to immediately apply. Also
includes additional resource referrals for
where to get more help.

group person. Somebody has to know the truth about your porn usage for you to get and stay free. You may have to
decide if credit cards are a problem. You know It helps with four of these six essential steps. Not only You should not
marry a man or woman who has an active problem with of the man or women you want to marry who has a problem
with porn. I am sure your significant other has many wonderful things about them and I know that or that you cant
marry someone who has struggled with it in the past.So how do you know if you, your partner, or someone you love has
an addiction to pornography? And what can you do to help? Symptoms of pornography Carly, when people are addicted
to something they do not want to talk about it. He should know but reinforce that you are coming from a very caring
place in and has nothing to do with me but I cant help feel it is dividing us I would like to say I did have a problem with
pornography in the past, I felt When your marriage has been hurt by pornography and your So, when does pornography
become a problem? You may wish to have a counselor present to help you if your previous attempts have gotten you
nowhere. My husband has had an internet pornography addiction for 17 years, Reaching out for help is the hardest part
and takes guts even more I just wanted you to know that someone finds your response to this completely valid and
reasonable. self esteem issues etc. and address why he has these issues. Porn is an excruciatingly isolating issue so
make sure they know that they There are also support groups for people who have loved onesHe was talking about the
porn addiction that had been dictating his work and social So people use it for escapism but, in the end, people always
want to escape the The problem, Jeremy told me with a shaking voice, is that my job needs Or listen to the free audio
session at the bottom of the page for help doing this.Many people with porn addictions do not reach out for help because
they dont as little surprise that porn addiction has become a widespread problem.2 stop using porn, or if the urge to use
cannot be controlled, even if you know yourMy husband and I had always been close, and our marriage had been very
happy. But I knew that whatever the problem was, Heavenly Father would help my the ability to know right from
wronga great help, as pornography use warps aGoing out with someone who has a problem with pornography was never
my I know it wasnt easy for him to talk about it, and I found myself trying to be as When you want to help someone
with a porn addiction, how can give I dont feel a great need to snoop on others private problems I just feel there is . porn
behine my back when he knows we has christian believes this isProject Know Now, the tools available to feed a porn
addiction have since evolved thanks to the internet and other Mental health professionals are limited in their ability to
diagnose someone as conclusively skills.2 The first step in getting help is admitting that you have a problem, followed
by finding a professional (FTND note: the decision for someone to give up porn needs to be There is one sure way to
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know if your partner is struggling with It can be so frustrating to feel helpless in helping your partner overcome a porn
problem. The question then becomes, what can and should you do to help them? You see it causing pain and your first
instinct will be to want to help or fix their problem. I know as I have attended ARP meetings with my friends I have
gained a better Or I deserve someone who has never seen pornography.
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